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AbstratWe introdue a logi programming language with higher order features. In partiular, in thislanguage the arguments of the prediate symbols may be both terms and goals. We de�nethe operational semantis of our language by extending SLD-resolution, and we propose forthis language a set of program transformation rules. The transformation rules are shown tobe orret in the sense that they preserve the operational semantis. In our higher order logilanguage we may transform logi programs using higher order generalizations and ontinuationarguments, as it is done in the ase of funtional programs. These program transformationtehniques allow us to derive very eÆient logi programs and also to avoid goal rearrangementswhih may not preserve orretness.Key words: Automati program derivation, program transformation, logi programming, trans-formation rules





3.1. IntrodutionIn the pratie of logi programming the idea of having goals as arguments of prediate symbolsis not novel (see, for instane, [16, 19℄). Goals may our as arguments when writing meta-interpreters, suh as:solve(true) solve(A ^G) A ^ solve(G)or when expressing the meaning of logial onnetives, suh as:or (P;Q) Por (P;Q) Qor when making use of ontinuations, as indiated by the following program:p([ ℄; Cont) Contp([XjXs ℄; Cont) p(Xs ; q(X; Cont))q(0; Cont) Contwhere the goal p(l; true) sueeds i� the list l onsists of 0's only.In this paper we onsider an extended logi language whih allows variables to range overgoals and allows goals to our as arguments of prediate symbols. The possibility of storingand manipulating goals as arguments provides `higher order' apabilities so that in our logilanguage we an manipulate not only terms (that is, data) but also goals (that is, proedurealls). These apabilities turn out to be useful for performing program manipulations whih areoften required during program transformation [5, 10, 17℄. Indeed, as we will see, by using goalsas arguments we will be able to overome the goal rearrangement problem, whih ours whenbefore performing a folding step, we are required to modify the positions of the atoms in thebody of a lause. This problem arises beause the atoms in the body of a lause annot alwaysbe rearranged without a�eting the termination properties of the programs [4℄.In our logi language we do not have full higher order apabilities, beause in partiular,quanti�ation over funtion or prediate variables is not allowed.The semantis of our higher order logi programs is an extension of the familiar operationalsemantis of de�nite logi programs. The operational semantis we onsider, is based on SLD-resolution with the leftmost seletion rule, also alled LD-resolution [1℄, and we extend uni�ationby allowing some variables whih we all goal variables, to be bound to goals. We also onsideran enhanement of the usual unfold/fold transformation rules so that they may be used in thease where goals our as arguments. For instane, we will allow the unfolding of a lausew.r.t. an atom whih is an argument of a prediate symbol. The transformation rules are shownto be orret w.r.t. the operational semantis of our language (see Setion 5).To get this orretness property, we have to arefully de�ne the semantis and the transfor-mation rules for our language. Indeed, our enhaned transformation rules may be inorretw.r.t. naive extensions of LD-resolution. For instane, the unfolding of a goal argument maynot preserve the set of suesses, as indiated by the following example. Let us onsider theprogram:1. h p(q)2. p(q) 3. q  sIf we unfold the goal argument q in lause 1 using lause 3, we get the lause:1*. h p(s)



4.and by using LD-resolution in the usual way, the goal h sueeds in the original program,while it fails in the derived program onsisting of lauses 1*, 2, and 3, beause p(s) does notunify with p(q). Thus, the set of suesses is not preserved by unfolding a goal argument.Similar inorretness may also arise with other transformation rules, suh as folding and goalreplaement.In order to de�ne the operational semantis of our logi language so to get orretness of ourunfolding, folding, and goal replaement rules, we will proeed as follows. We �rst de�ne thesyntax of our logi language by imposing that eah lause head ourring in our programs hasdistint variables as arguments. This an be ahieved at the expense of introduing equalityatoms in the body. Thus, for instane, lause 2 is rewritten as:2*. p(G) G=qThen we de�ne the semantis of our language so that, given any two goals g1 and g2, the equalityg1 = g2 has a semanti value only when g1 is a goal variable not ourring in the goal g2 (inpartiular, for any goal g the operational semantis of the equality g=g is unde�ned). In otherwords, we will modify LD-resolution so that a derivation gets stuk when it enounters a goal ofthe form g1=g2, where g1 is either a non-variable goal or a goal variable ourring in g2. Thus,the derivation starting from the goal h and using the program onsisting of lauses 1, 2*, and3, gets stuk beause the goal q = q is seleted, and also the derivation starting from the goal hand using the transformed program onsisting of lauses 1*, 2*, and 3, gets stuk beause thegoal s = q is seleted.Essentially, in our higher order logi language we may introdue goals, pass goals as argu-ments, and evaluate goals, but we annot inspet their inner struture, beause the uni�ationbetween goals an only be performed via the equality prediate =, and as already mentioned,the semantis of the equality g1 = g2 between goals is de�ned only when g1 is a variable notourring in g2.The paper is organized as follows. In the next setions we will introdue the de�nitions ofthe syntax (Setion 2), the operational semantis (Setion 3), and the transformation rules(Setion 4) for our higher order logi programs. The use of the transformation rules aordingto suitable onditions ensures that the transformation rules are orret in the sense that theypreserve the set of suesses and the set of �nite failures (Setion 5). Atually, we will onsidertwo forms of orretness: strong orretness and weak orretness. Strong orretness ensuresthat a goal sueeds or fails in the original program i� it sueeds or fails, respetively, in thetransformed program. Weak orretness onsists in the `only-if' part of strong orretness, thatis, if a goal sueeds or fails in the original program then it sueeds or fails, respetively, in thetransformed program. Thus, when weak orretness holds, the transformed program may bemore de�ned than the original program in the sense that there may be some goals whih haveno semanti value in the original program (that is, either their evaluation does not terminate orit gets stuk), whereas they have a value in the transformed program (that is, their evaluationterminates and it does not get stuk).Finally, we show through an example (Setion 6) how our extended logi language and ourtransformation rules an be used for avoiding the problem of rearranging goals while transformingprograms for eliminating multiple traversals of data strutures.



5.2. A higher order logi languageLet us now introdue the logi language we use. It is onstruted starting from the followingpairwise disjoint sets: (i) individual variables: X;X1;X2; : : :, (ii) goal variables: G;G1; G2; : : :,(iii) funtion symbols (with arity): f; f1; f2; : : :, (iv) primitive prediate symbols: true, false , =,and (v) prediate symbols (with arity): p; p1; p2; : : : Individual and goal variables are olletivelyalled variables, and they are ranged over by V; V1; V2; : : :Terms: t; t1; t2; : : :, goals: g; g1; g2; : : :, and arguments: u; u1; u2; : : :, have the following syntax:t ::= X j f(t1; : : : ; tn)g ::= G j true j false j t1= t2 j G=g j p(u1; : : : ; um) j g1 ^ g2 j g1 _ g2u ::= t j gThe binary operators `^' (onjuntion) and `_' (disjuntion) are assumed to be assoiative withneutral elements true and false, respetively. Thus, a goal g is the same as true ^ g and g^ true.Similarly, g is the same as false _ g and g_ false. Goals of the form p(u1; : : : ; um) are also alledatoms.Clauses ; 1; 2; : : : have the following syntax: ::= p(V1; : : : ; Vm) gwhere V1; : : : ; Vm are distint variables. The atom p(V1; : : : ; Vm) is alled the head of the lauseand the goal g is alled the body of the lause. A lause of the form: p(V1; : : : ; Vm) true willalso be written as: p(V1; : : : ; Vm) .Programs P; P1; P2; : : : are sets of lauses of the form:p1(V1; : : : ; Vm1) g1...pk(V1; : : : ; Vmk) gkwhere p1; : : : ; pk are distint non-primitive prediate symbols, and every non-primitive prediatesymbol ourring in fg1; : : : ; gkg is among p1; : : : ; pk. Given a program P and a non-primitiveprediate p ourring in P , the unique lause in P of the form p(V1; : : : ; Vm) g, is alled thede�nition of p in P . We say that a prediate p is de�ned in a program P i� p has a de�nitionin P .Notes on syntax : (1) The assumption that lause heads have only variables as arguments isnot restritive, beause one may use equalities in the bodies for binding those variables toterms or goals, as required. (2) The assumption that in every program there exists at mostone lause for eah prediate symbol is not restritive, beause one may use disjuntion in thebody. In partiular, every de�nite logi program written using the familiar syntax [8℄, an berewritten into an equivalent program of our language by suitable introdutions of equalities and`_' operators in the bodies of lauses. (3) Equality between goals is not symmetri beause onthe left hand side there must be a goal variable.We use g[u℄ to denote a goal g where we singled out an ourrene of its subonstrut u, whereu may be either a term or a goal. By g[ ℄ we denote the goal g[u℄ without the ourrene ofits subonstrut u. We say that g[ ℄ is a goal ontext. For any given syntati onstrut r, weuse vars(r) to denote the set of variables ourring in r. In partiular, given a substitution #, avariable belongs to vars(#) i� it ours either in the domain or in the range of #. Given a goalg1 and a lause  of the form p(V1; : : : ; Vm)  g[g1℄, the loal variables of g1 in  are those inthe set vars(g1)� (fV1; : : : ; Vmg [ vars(g[ ℄)).



6.3. Operational semantisIn this setion we de�ne a big-step operational semantis for our logi language (for an elementarypresentation of this tehnique the reader may refer to [20℄). Given a program P , we de�ne thesemantis of P as a (possibly empty) ternary relation P ` g 7! b, where g is a goal and b iseither true or false, denoting that for P and g all the LD-derivations are �nite, and either oneof them is suessful, in whih ase b is true, or all of them are failed, in whih ase b is false.The relation P ` g 7! b is de�ned by using the following dedution rules, where:(1) mgu(t1; t2) denotes a most general uni�er of the terms t1 and t2,(2) gfV1=u1; : : : ; Vm=umg denotes the substitution of the arguments u1; : : : ; um for the variablesV1; : : : ; Vm in g, and(3) or denotes disjuntion in the boolean domain ftrue; falseg.(tt) P ` true 7! true (� ) P ` false ^ g 7! false(teq1) P ` (t1= t2) ^ g 7! false if t1 and t2 are not uni�able(teq2) P ` g# 7! bP ` (t1= t2) ^ g 7! b if t1 and t2 are uni�able and #=mgu(t1; t2)(geq) P ` g2fG=g1g 7! bP ` (G=g1) ^ g2 7! b if G 62 vars(g1)(at) P ` bodyfV1=u1; : : : ; Vm=umg ^ g 7! bP ` p(u1; : : : ; um) ^ g 7! bwhere p(V1; : : : ; Vm) body is a renamed apart lause of P(or ) P ` g1 ^ g 7! b1 P ` g2 ^ g 7! b2P ` (g1 _ g2) ^ g 7! (b1 or b2)A dedution tree � for P ` g 7! b is a tree suh that: (i) the root of � is P ` g 7! b, and (ii)for every node n of � with sons n1; : : : ; nk (with k � 0), there exists an instane of a dedutionrule, say r, whose onlusion is n and whose premises are n1; : : : ; nk. We say that n is derivedby applying rule r. A proof of P ` g 7! b is a �nite dedution tree for P ` g 7! b where everyleaf is a dedution rule whih has no premises.We stipulate that P ` g 7! b holds i� there exists a proof of P ` g 7! b onstruted byusing the set of dedution rules given above. If P ` g 7! true we say that g sueeds in P . IfP ` g 7! false we say that g fails in P . If g either sueeds or fails in P we say that g terminatesin P . If g neither sueeds nor fails in P we say that g is unde�ned in P .Notes on semantis: (1) the rules P ` false 7! false and P ` g 7! bP ` true^g 7! b whih the reader mayexpet by symmetry from (tt) and (� ), are redundant, beause they are derivable as instanesof P ` false^g 7! false and P ` g 7! bP ` g 7! b , respetively, by using the fat that true is the neutral element



7.of a onjuntion of goals. (2) Our dedution rules for the operational semantis are mutuallyexlusive, and thus, there exists at most one proof for eah P ` g 7! b (modulo variable names).(3) The �rst argument of the ternary relation P ` g 7! b never hanges in the presentationof our dedution rules, and thus, we ould have omitted it. However, the expliit dependeneof the operational semantis on the program P will be useful when presenting our orretnesstheorem (see Theorem 1 in Setion 5).Our dedution rules extend the LD-resolution for de�nite logi programs and a onjuntionof goals is evaluated using the leftmost seletion rule. The evaluation of a disjuntion of goalsrequires the evaluation of eah disjunt, and the existene of a proof of P ` g 7! b implies theuniversal termination of the goal g [3℄. (Reall that a goal g universally terminates in a programP i� all LD-derivations starting from g and using P , are �nite.) It may be the ase that for agiven program P and goal g, no b exists suh that P ` g 7! b holds, beause every dedutiontree with root P ` g 7! b either is in�nite or has a leaf whih is not an instane of any ruleonlusion. The latter ase may our when the leaf is of the form: P ` g0 7! b0 and either g0 isa goal variable or g0 is of the form: g1=g2 where the goal g1 is not a goal variable or g1 oursin vars(g2). Thus, for instane, for any b 2 ftrue; falseg, there is no proof of P ` G 7! b andthere is no proof of P ` (G=p ^G=q) 7! b.Notie also that the omputed answers semantis is not aptured by the ternary relationP ` g 7! b de�ned by using the dedution rules given above. This hoie has been motivated bythe fat that we want the unfolding rule to preserve semantis. Indeed, given the following twoprograms P1 and P2:P1: h(G) (G=p) ^G P2: h(G) (G=q) ^Gp q p qq  q  where P2 is obtained from P1 by unfolding p, they are equivalent w.r.t. our operational semantis.However, P1 and P2 are not equivalent w.r.t. the omputed answer semantis, beause for thegoal h(G) program P1 omputes the answer fG=pg, whereas program P2 omputes the answerfG=qg.4. The transformation rulesIn this setion we present the transformation rules for our higher order language. We as-sume that starting from an initial program P0 we have onstruted the transformation sequeneP0; : : : ; Pi [10℄. By an appliation of a transformation rule, from program Pi we get a newprogram Pi+1.Rule R1 (De�nition Introdution). We get the new program Pi+1 by adding to the urrentprogram Pi a new lause of the form:newp(V1; : : : ; Vm) gwhere: (i) newp is a new non-primitive prediate symbol not ourring in any program of thesequene P0; : : : ; Pi, (ii) the non-primitive prediate symbols ourring in g are de�ned in P0,and (iii) V1; : : : ; Vm are distint (possibly not all) variables whih our in g.The set of all lauses introdued while onstruting the transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pi, isdenoted by Def i. Thus, Def 0 = ;.Rule R2 (Unfolding). Let 1 : h  body [p(u1; : : : ; um)℄ be a lause of program Pi wherep is a non-primitive prediate symbol. Let  : p(V1; : : : ; Vm)  g be the de�nition of p in



8.P0 [ Def i. By unfolding 1 w.r.t. p(u1; : : : ; um) using  we get the new lause 2 : h  body [gfV1=u1; : : : ; Vm=umg℄. We also get the new program Pi+1 by replaing in program Pilause 1 by lause 2.Rule R3 (Folding). Let 1 : h body [g#℄ be a lause of program Pi and  : newp(V1; : : : ; Vm) g be a lause in Def i. Suppose that for every loal variable V of g in , we have:� V # is a loal variable of g# in 1, and� the variable V # does not our in W#, for any variable W ourring in g and di�erentfrom V .Then, by folding 1 using  we get the new program Pi+1 by replaing in program Pi the lause1 by the lause: h body [p(V1; : : : ; Vm)#℄.In order to present the goal replaement rule (see rule R4 below) we �rst introdue some laws,alled replaement laws. A replaement law denotes a pair of goals whih an be replaed onefor the other in the body of a lause. We have two kinds of replaement laws: the weak andstrong replaement laws.Given a program P and goals g1 and g2, the weak replaement law P ` g1=)�g2 holds i�for every goal ontext g[ ℄ and for every b 2 ftrue ; falseg, if P ` g[g1℄ 7! b has a proof thenP ` g[g2℄ 7! b has a proof whose depth is not greater than that of P ` g[g1℄ 7! b (see below fora rigorous de�nition of proof depth).For the goal replaement rule based on weak replaement laws we will prove a orretness result(see the Improvement Part of the Corretness Theorem of Setion 5) stating that if program P2is derived from program P1 by an appliation of this rule, then for every goal g and for everyb 2 ftrue ; falseg, if P1 ` g 7! b then P2 ` g 7! b. Thus, program P2 may be more de�nedthan program P1 in the sense that there may be some goal g and some b 2 ftrue; falseg suhthat P2 ` g 7! b holds, while P1 ` g 7! b has no proof. Weak replaement laws allow for thederivation of new programs whih may terminate more often than the initial programs, like forinstane, when replaing the goal (g ^ false) by false, or replaing the goal (g _ true) by true.Given a program P and goals g1 and g2, the strong replaement law P ` g1()�g2 holds i�(i) g1 and g2 are equivalent in P w.r.t. the operational semantis de�ned in Setion 3, that is, forevery goal ontext g[ ℄ and for every b 2 ftrue; falseg, P ` g[g1℄ 7! b has a proof i� P ` g[g2℄ 7! bhas a proof, and(ii) if P ` g[g1℄ 7! b and P ` g[g2℄ 7! b have proofs, then the depth of the proof of P ` g[g1℄ 7! bis not smaller than the depth of the proof of P ` g[g2℄ 7! b.The latter ondition makes ()� an improvement relation in the sense of [15℄. In the Cor-retness Theorem of Setion 5 we will show that the goal replaement rule based on strongreplaement laws preserves our operational semantis. Indeed, if program P2 is derived fromprogram P1 by an appliation of the goal replaement rule based on a strong replaement law,then P1 and P2 are equivalent in the sense that for every goal g and for every b 2 ftrue ; falseg,we have that P1 ` g 7! b i� P2 ` g 7! b.For this result, we do use the assumption that ()� is an improvement relation. To see this,let us onsider the following example:P1: p q P2: p pq  q  



9.where P2 is obtained by replaing q by p in the �rst lause of P1. We have that p and q areequivalent in P1, that is, for every goal ontext g[ ℄ and for every b 2 ftrue ; falseg, P1 ` g[p℄ 7! bi� P1 ` g[q℄ 7! b, but for the empty goal ontext [ ℄, the proof of P1 ` p 7! true has greaterdepth than the proof of P1 ` q 7! true. In fat P1 and P2 are not operationally equivalent,beause p sueeds in P1, while p does not terminate in P2.Now, we re�ne the above notions of weak and strong replaement laws. This re�nement ismotivated by the fat that the orretness of the replaement of goal g1 by goal g2 in a lause  ofthe form: h body [g1℄, does not depend on the loal variables of g1 and g2 in . For this reasonwe �nd it onvenient to introdue weak replaement laws of the form: P ` g1nV1=)�g2nV2.They are used to replae in lause  goal g1 with loal variables V1 by goal g2 with loal variablesV2. Similarly, we also introdue strong replaement laws of the form: P ` g1nV1()�g2nV2.De�nition 1 (Proof Depth). Let � be a dedution tree for P ` g 7! b and let m be themaximal number of nodes in a root-to-leaf path of � whih are derived by using the dedutionrule (at). Then we say that P ` g 7! b has a proof depth m, and we write P ` g 7!m b.De�nition 2 (Replaement Laws). Given a program P , let g1 and g2 be two goals, and letV1 and V2 be two sets of variables.(i) P ` g1nV1 =) g2nV2 holds i� for every goal ontext g[ ℄ suh that vars(g[ ℄)\ (V1 [ V2) = ;,and for every b 2 ftrue ; falseg, we have that:if P ` g[g1℄ 7! b then P ` g[g2℄ 7! b.(ii) The relation P ` g1nV1=)�g2nV2, alled a weak replaement law, holds i� for every goalontext g[ ℄ suh that vars(g[ ℄) \ (V1 [ V2) = ;, and for every b 2 ftrue ; falseg, we have that:if P ` g[g1℄ 7!m b then P ` g[g2℄ 7!n b with m � n.(iii) The relation P ` g1nV1()�g2nV2, alled a strong replaement law, holds i� both P `g1nV1=)�g2nV2 and P ` g2nV2 =) g1nV1 hold.(iv) We write P ` g1nV1�()�g2nV2 to mean that: (iv.1) P ` g1nV1=)�g2nV2 and (iv.2)P ` g2nV2=)�g1nV1. Thus, if P ` g1nV1�()�g2nV2 then the proofs of P ` g1 7! b andP ` g2 7! b have equal depth. Note that the onjuntion of Conditions (iv.1) and (iv.2) isequivalent to the onjuntion of P ` g1nV1()�g2nV2 and P ` g2nV2()�g1nV1.(v) If V = ; then gnV is also written as g. If V is the singleton fZg, then gnV is also writtenas gnZ.Rule R4 (Goal Replaement). We get program Pi+1 from program Pi by replaing lause:h  body [g1℄ by lause: h  body [g2℄, if all non-primitive prediate symbols of fg1; g2g arede�ned in P0, and either (i) P0 ` g1nV1=)�g2nV2, or (ii) P0 ` g1nV1()�g2nV2, where V1 =vars(g1)� vars(h; body [ ℄), and V2 = vars(g2)� vars(h; body [ ℄).In ase (i) we say that the goal replaement is based on a weak replaement law. In ase (ii) wesay that the goal replaement is based on a strong replaement law.The reader may hek that, for any program P , and goals g, g1, g2, and g3, the followingreplaement laws hold:1. Boolean Laws:P ` true _ g=)� true P ` g1 _ g2�()� g2 _ g1P ` false ^ g�()� false P ` (g1 ^ g2) _ (g1 ^ g3)�()� g1 ^ (g2 _ g3)P ` g ^ false =)� false P ` (g1 ^ g2) _ (g3 ^ g2)�()� (g1 _ g3) ^ g2P ` g ^ g()� g P ` (g1 _ g2) ^ (g1 _ g3)=)� g1 _ (g2 ^ g3)P ` g _ g�()� g



10.In the following replaement laws 2.a, 2.b, and 2., aording to our onventions, V stands foreither a goal variable or an individual variable, and u stands for either a term or a goal.2.a Generalization + equality introdution:P ` g[u℄()� ((V =u) ^ g[V ℄)nV if V is a variable not ourring in g[u℄2.b Simpli�ation of equalities:P ` ((V =u) ^ g[V ℄)nV ()� g[u℄ if V is a variable not ourring in g[u℄2. Rearrangement of equalities:P ` (g[(V =u) ^ g1℄)nV �()� ((V =u) ^ g[g1℄)nV if V is a variable notourring in fg[ ℄; ugWhen referring to goal variables, laws 2.a, 2.b, and 2. will also be alled `goal generalization +equality introdution', `simpli�ation of goal equalities', and `rearrangement of goal equalities',respetively.3. Rearrangement of term equalities:P ` g ^ (t1= t2)=)� (t1= t2) ^ g4. Clark Equality Theory (CET, see [8℄):P ` eq1nY �()� eq2nZ if CET ` 8X (9Y eq1 $ 9Z eq2)where: (i) eq1 and eq2 are goals onstruted using true, false, term equalities, onjuntions, anddisjuntions, and (ii) X = vars(eq1; eq2)� (Y [ Z).Notie that, for some program P and for some goals g; g1; g2, and g3, the following do not hold:P ` true =) true _ gP ` false =) g ^ falseP ` (t1= t2) ^ g =) g ^ (t1= t2)P ` g1 _ (g2 ^ g3) =) (g1 _ g2) ^ (g1 _ g3)P ` g2[g1℄ =) g2[G℄ ^ (G=g1)P ` g[(G=g1) ^ g2℄ =) (G=g1) ^ g[g2℄The following lemmata are often useful to prove that a replaement law holds.Lemma 1 (Replaement). Let g1, g2 be goals and V1, V2, W be sets of variables. Let g[ ℄ bea goal ontext suh that vars(g[ ℄) \ (V1 [ V2) = ;.(i) If P ` g1nV1 =) g2nV2 then P ` g[g1℄n(V1 [W ) =) g[g2℄n(V2 [W ).(ii) If P ` g1nV1=)�g2nV2 then P ` g[g1℄n(V1 [W )=)�g[g2℄n(V2 [W ).Proof. The thesis follows diretly from the de�nition of replaement law. 2Lemma 2. Let P be a program, g1, g2 be goals, and V1, V2 be sets of variables.(i) P ` g1nV1 =) g2nV2 holds i� for every idempotent substitution # suh that vars(#) \ (V1 [V2) = ;, and for every goal g, we have that:if P ` g1# ^ g 7! b then P ` g2# ^ g 7! b.(ii) P ` g1nV1=)�g2nV2 holds i� for every idempotent substitution # suh that vars(#)\ (V1 [V2) = ;, and for every goal g, we have that:if P ` g1# ^ g 7!m b then P ` g2# ^ g 7!n b and m � n.Proof. Only-if part of (i). Assume that P ` g1#^g 7! b has a proof, where # is the substitutionfV1=u1; : : : ; Vk=ukg suh that, for i = 1; : : : ; k, Vi 62 ui. Without loss of generality, we may



11.assume that, for i = 1; : : : ; k, Vi 62 g. Then, by using rules (teq2) and (geq) we may onstrut aproof of P ` (V1=u1; : : : ; Vk=uk) ^ g1 ^ g 7! b. By the hypothesis that P ` g1nV1 =) g2nV2holds, we have that P ` (V1 = u1; : : : ; Vk = uk) ^ g2 ^ g 7! b has a proof. The only way ofonstruting this proof is by using k times the rules (teq2) and (geq) and onstruting a proofof P ` g2# ^ g 7! b.If part of (i). We have to show that for every goal ontext g[ ℄ and substitution # suh thatvars(g[ ℄#) \ (V1 [ V2) = ;, and for every b 2 ftrue; falseg, we have that:if P ` g[g1℄# 7! b has a proof, then P ` g[g2℄# 7! b has a proof.We proeed by indution w.r.t. a well-founded order on proofs de�ned as follows. We de�ne thesize of a proof to be the number of its nodes. We then de�ne a measure � from the set of proofs tothe set N�N of pairs of natural numbers ordered lexiographially, that is, hm1;m2i < hn1; n2ii� either m1 < n1 or (m1 = n1 and m2 < n2). For any proof � we stipulate that �(�) = hm; si,where m is the depth of � and s is the size of �. We prove our thesis by indution w.r.t. themeasure �(�) of the proof � of P ` g[g1℄# 7! b. We reason by ases on the struture of thegoal ontext g[ ℄. By the de�nition of the syntax and the fat that ^ is assoiative with neutralelement true, the goal g[g1℄ may be of one of the following forms for some goals g3, g4, and g5:(1) g1 ^ g3,(2) (g1=g3) ^ g4, where g1 is a goal variable not ourring in g3,(3) (G=g3[g1℄) ^ g4, where G is a goal variable not ourring in g3[g1℄,(4) p(u1; : : : ; ui[g1℄; : : : ; uk) ^ g3,(5) (g3[g1℄ _ g4) ^ g5,(6) (g3 _ g4[g1℄) ^ g5,(7) g3 ^ g4[g1℄, where g3 is a goal di�erent from true.We onsider the following three ases only. The others are similar and we omit them.- Case 1: g[g1℄ is g1 ^ g3. Assume that P ` (g1 ^ g3)# 7! b, that is, P ` g1# ^ g3# 7! b. Then,by hypothesis, P ` g2# ^ g3# 7! b, and thus, P ` (g2 ^ g3)# 7! b.- Case 3: g[g1℄ is (G=g3[g1℄) ^ g4 and G is a goal variable not ourring in g3[g1℄.Assume that P ` ((G=g3[g1℄)^g4)# 7! b has a proof of depth m and size s. Then, G# is a goalvariable not ourring in g3[g1℄#, the node P ` (G#=g3[g1℄#) ^ g4# 7! b has been obtained byapplying rule (geq), and P ` g4#fG#=g3[g1℄#g 7! b has a proof of depth m and size s�1. Sinehm; s�1i < hm; si, by the indutive hypothesis we have that P ` g4#fG#=g3[g2℄#g 7! b has aproof. Thus, by using rule (geq), we an build a proof of P ` G#=g3[g2℄# ^ g4# 7! b whih isequal to P ` ((G=g3[g2℄) ^ g4)# 7! b.- Case 4: g[g1℄ is p(u1; : : : ; ui[g1℄; : : : ; uk) ^ g3.Assume that P ` p(u1#; : : : ; ui[g1℄#; : : : ; uk#)^g3# 7! b has a proof of depthm and size s. Then,for the last step of this proof, rule (at) has been used, and P ` bodyfV1=u1#; : : : ; Vi=ui[g1℄#; : : : ;Vk=uk#g ^ g3# 7! b has a proof of depth m�1 and size s�1, where p(V1; : : : ; Vi; : : : ; Vk) bodyis a renamed apart lause of P . Sine hm�1; s�1i < hm; si, by the indutive hypothesis we havethat P ` bodyfV1=u1#; : : : ; Vi=ui[g2℄#; : : : ; Vk=uk#g ^ g3# 7! b has a proof. Thus, by using rule(at), we an build a proof of P ` p(u1#; : : : ; ui[g2℄#; : : : ; uk#) ^ g3# 7! b.The proof of (ii) is similar to the proof of (i) and we omit it. 25. Corretness of the transformation rulesThis setion is devoted to the proof of the orretness of our transformation rules. We �rstintrodue the notion of parallel leftmost unfolding of a lause .



12.Let  be a lause in a program P . If  is of the form:p(V1; : : : ; Vm) (a1 ^ g1) _ : : : _ (as ^ gs) (*)where s > 0 and a1; : : : ; as are atoms, then the parallel leftmost unfolding of lause  in programP is the program Q obtained from P by s appliations of the unfolding rule w.r.t. a1; : : : ; as,respetively.If the lause  is not of the form (*), then the parallel leftmost unfolding of  is not de�ned.Theorem 1 (Corretness). Let P0; : : : ; Pk be a transformation sequene onstruted by usingthe rules R1, R2, R3, and R4. Let us suppose that for every h, with 0 � h < k; if Ph+1 has beenobtained from Ph by folding lause 1 using lause , then there exist i; j, with 0 � i < j � k,suh that Pj is obtained from Pi by parallel leftmost unfolding of .Then for every goal g and for every b 2 ftrue ; falseg, we have that:(1) Improvement : if P0 [Def k ` g 7!m b then Pk ` g 7!n b with m � n, and(2) Soundness: if all appliations of the goal replaement rule are based on strong replaementlaws, then: if Pk ` g 7! b then P0 [Def k ` g 7! b.As a onsequene of this Corretness Theorem we have that if some appliations of the goalreplaement rule are based on weak replaement laws whih are not strong replaement laws,the Soundness Property may not hold, and the derived program Pk may be more de�ned thanprogram P0 [ Def k, that is, there may be some goal g and some b 2 ftrue; falseg suh thatPk ` g 7! b holds, while P0 [Def k ` g 7! b has no proof.The Improvement Part of the Corretness Theorem follows from Lemmata 3 and 4 below.Lemma 3 (Improvement). Let P and NewP be programs of the form:P : hd1  bd1 NewP : hd1  newbd1... ...hds  bds hds  newbd sFor r = 1; : : : ; s, let Yr = vars(bdr)�vars(hdr) and Zr = vars(newbd r)�vars(hdr) and supposethat: P ` bdrnYr=)�newbd rnZr.Then for all goals g, we have:if P ` g 7!m b then NewP ` g 7!n b with m � n.Proof. We onsider the measure on proofs de�ned in the proof of Lemma 2 and we prove thethesis by indution w.r.t. the measure of the proof of P ` g 7! b whih, by hypothesis, hasdepth m.Our indution hypothesis is that, for all hm1; s1i < hm; si, for all goals g, and for all b 2ftrue; falseg, if P ` g 7! b has a proof of depth m1 and size s1, then NewP ` g 7! b has aproof of depth n1, with m1 � n1. We have to show that NewP ` g 7! b has a proof of depthn, with m � n. We proeed by ases on the struture of g. We �rst notie that, sine ^ isassoiative with neutral element true, the grammar for generating goals given in Setion 2 anbe replaed by the following one:g ::= G ^ g1 j true j false ^ g1 j (t1= t2) ^ g1 j (G=g1) ^ g2 j p(u1; : : : ; um) ^ g1 j (g1 _ g2) ^ g3We onsider the following two ases only. The other ases are similar and we omit them.- Case 1: g is (G= g1) ^ g2. Assume that P ` (G= g1) ^ g2 7! b has a proof of depth m andsize s. Then, G 62 vars(g1), P ` (G= g1) ^ g2 7! b has been derived by applying rule (geq),and P ` g2fG=g1g 7! b has a proof of depth m and size s� 1. Sine hm; s�1i < hm; si, by the



13.indution hypothesis NewP ` g2fG=g1g 7! b has a proof of depth n with m � n and, by rule(geq), we have that NewP ` (G=g1) ^ g2 7! b has a proof of depth n with m � n.- Case 2: g is p(u1; : : : ; um) ^ g1. Assume that P ` p(u1; : : : ; um) ^ g1 7! b has a proofof depth m and size s. Then, P ` p(u1; : : : ; um) ^ g1 7! b has been derived by using rule(at), and P ` bd rfV1=u1; : : : ; Vm=umg ^ g1 7! b has a proof of depth m�1 and size s�1,where p(V1; : : : ; Vm)  bd r is a renamed apart lause of P . Now, by (i) the hypothesis thatP ` bdrnYr=)�newbd rnZr and (ii) the fat that vars(fV1=u1; : : : ;Vm=umg) \ (Yr [ Zr) = ;,by Lemma 2 we have that P ` newbd rfV1=u1; : : : ; Vm=umg ^ g1 7! b has a proof of depth n1and size s1, with m�1 � n1. Sine hn1; s1i < hm; si, by the indution hypothesis there exists aproof of NewP ` newbd rfV1=u1; : : : ; Vm=umg ^ g1 7! b of depth n2 with n1 � n2. Sine hdr isp(V1; : : : ; Vm), by using rule (at) we an onstrut a proof for NewP ` p(u1; : : : ; um) ^ g1 7! bof depth n = n2+1, and thus, m � n. 2In order to simplify the proof of our next Lemma 4, we notie that we may rearrange anytransformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pk onstruted aording to the hypothesis of the CorretnessTheorem, into a new sequene P0; : : : ; P0[Def k; : : : ; Pj; : : : ; Pk suh that: (1) P0; : : : ; P0[Def kis onstruted by appliations of the de�nition rule only, and (2) P0[Def k; : : : ; Pj is onstrutedby parallel leftmost unfolding of every lause d in Def k whih is used for applying the foldingrule in the original sequene P0; : : : ; Pk.Lemma 4. Let us onsider a transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pi; : : : ; Pj ; : : : ; Pk suh that: (1)P0; : : : ; Pi is onstruted by applying the de�nition rule only, (2) Pi = P0 [ Def k, and (3)Pi; : : : ; Pj is onstruted by parallel leftmost unfolding of every d 2 Def k whih is used forapplying the folding rule in Pj; : : : ; Pk. For h = i; : : : ; k�1, let hd  newbdh be the lause inprogram Ph+1 derived from a lause hd  bdh in Ph, by applying the unfolding or folding orgoal replaement rule, and let Y h be vars(bdh)� vars(hd) and Zh be vars(newbdh)� vars(hd).(Notie that the unfolding, folding, and goal replaement rules do not hange the heads of thelauses.)Then, (i) for h = i; : : : ; j�1, P0 [Def k ` bdhnY h=)�newbdhnZh, and(ii) for h = j; : : : ; k�1, Pj ` bdhnY h=)�newbdhnZh.Proof. (i) For every lause p(V1; : : : ; Vm) g in P0 [Def k, we have that:P0 [Def k ` p(V1; : : : ; Vm)=)�gnZwhere Z = vars(g) � fV1; : : : ; Vmg. Thus, Point (i) of the thesis follows from Point (ii) of theReplaement Lemma and the fat that for h = i; : : : ; j�1, eah lause in Ph+1 is derived froma lause in Ph by the unfolding rule.(ii) In order to prove Point (ii) of the thesis, we �rst notie that the following two propertieshold.Property (y). For every lause : p(V1; : : : ; Vm) g in P0, we have that:Pj ` p(V1; : : : ; Vm)=)�gnZwhere Z = vars(g) � fV1; : : : ; Vmg. This property holds beause P0 � Pj , and thus,  2 Pj.Property (yy). For every lause d: newp(V1; : : : ; Vm)  g in Def k whih is used for folding inthe sequene Pj ; : : : ; Pk, we have that:Pj ` newp(V1; : : : ; Vm)�()�gnZwhere Z = vars(g)�fV1; : : : ; Vmg. Property (yy) is a onsequene of the fat that Pj is derivedfrom P0 [Def k by parallel leftmost unfolding of a set of lauses in Def k among whih is d.We now prove Point (ii) of the thesis by ases w.r.t. the transformation rule whih is used, forh = j; : : : ; k�1, to derive program Ph+1 from program Ph.



14.- Case 1: Ph+1 is derived from Ph by the unfolding rule using a lause whih is among thosealso used for folding (in previous transformation steps). The thesis follows from Property (yy)and Point (ii) of the Replaement Lemma.- Case 2: Ph+1 is derived from Ph by the unfolding rule using a lause  whih is not among thoseused for folding. Thus,  belongs to P0 beause the only way of introduing in the body of alause an ourrene of a non-primitive prediate whih is not de�ned in P0, is by an appliationof the folding rule. Then the thesis follows from Property (y) and Point (ii) of the ReplaementLemma.- Case 3: Ph+1 is derived from Ph by the folding rule. The thesis follows from Property (yy) andPoint (ii) of the Replaement Lemma.- Case 4: Ph+1 is derived from Ph by the goal replaement rule based on a replaement law of theform P0 ` g1nY=)�g2nZ. The thesis follows from Point (ii) of the Replaement Lemma andthe fat that Pj ` g1nY=)�g2nZ also holds, beause the non-primitive prediates of fg1; g2gare de�ned in P0, and for eah prediate p de�ned in P0, the de�nition of p in P0 is equal to thede�nition of p in Pj. 2In order to get the proof of the Improvement Part of the Corretness Theorem, it is suÆientto notie that: (A) by Lemma 3 and Point (i) of Lemma 4, we have that: for all goals g,if P0[Def k ` g 7!m b then Pj ` g 7!n1 b with m � n1, where Pj is the program onstrutedas indiated in Lemma 4, and (B) by Lemma 3 and Point (ii) of Lemma 4, we have that: for allgoals g, if Pj ` g 7!n1 b then Pk ` g 7!n b with n1 � n.The proof of the Soundness Part of the Corretness Theorem is based on the following Lem-mata 5 and 6.Lemma 5 (Soundness). Let P and NewP be programs of the form:P : hd1  bd1 NewP : hd1  newbd1... ...hds  bds hds  newbdsFor r = 1; : : : ; s, let Yr = vars(bdr)�vars(hdr) and Zr = vars(newbdr)�vars(hdr), and supposethat: P ` newbdrnZr =) bdrnYr.Then for all goals g and for all b 2 ftrue ; falseg, we have that: if NewP ` g 7! b then P `g 7! b.Proof. We proeed by indution on the size of the proof of NewP ` g 7! b. Assume that, forall m < n and for all goals g and for all b 2 ftrue ; falseg, if NewP ` g 7! b has a proof of sizem then P ` g 7! b has a proof.We now proeed by ases on the struture of g. We onsider the following two ases. Theother ases are similar and we omit them.- Case 1: g is (G=g1)^ g2. Assume that NewP ` (G=g1)^ g2 7! b has a proof of size n. Then,G 62 vars(g1), NewP ` (G= g1) ^ g2 7! b has been derived by applying rule (geq), and thereexists a proof of size n�1 of NewP ` g2fG=g1g 7! b. By the indution hypothesis there exists aproof of P ` g2fG=g1g 7! b and, by rule (geq), we have that P ` (G=g1)^ g2 7! b has a proof.- Case 2: g is p(u1; : : : ; um) ^ g1. Assume that NewP ` p(u1; : : : ; um) ^ g1 7! b has a proofof size n. Then, NewP ` p(u1; : : : ; um) ^ g1 7! b has been derived by applying rule (at), andthere exists a proof of size n � 1 of NewP ` newbdrfV1=u1; : : : ; Vm=umg ^ g1 7! b wherep(V1; : : : ; Vm)  newbdr is a renamed apart lause of NewP . By the indution hypothesisthere exists a proof of P ` newbdrfV1=u1; : : : ; Vm=umg ^ g1 7! b. Now, by the hypothesis



15.that P ` newbdrnZr =) bdrnYr and the fat that vars(fV1=u1; : : : ; Vm=umg) \ (Yr [ Zr) = ;,by Lemma 2 we have that P ` bdrfV1=u1; : : : ; Vm=umg ^ g1 7! b has a proof. Sine hdr isp(V1; : : : ; Vm), by using rule (at) we an onstrut a proof for P ` p(u1; : : : ; um) ^ g1 7! b. 2Lemma 6. Let us onsider a transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pk. For h = 0; : : : ; k�1, lethd  newbd be a lause in program Ph+1 derived from the lause hd  bd in Ph, by anappliation of the unfolding rule, or folding rule, or goal replaement rule based on a strongreplaement law. Then P0 [ Def k ` newbdnZ =) bdnY , where Y = vars(bd) � vars(hd) andZ = vars(newbd) � vars(hd).Proof. If Ph+1 is derived from Ph by the unfolding rule using a lause of the form p(V1; : : : ; Vm) g in P0 [ Def k, then the thesis follows from Point (i) of the Replaement Lemma and the fatthat P0 [ Def k ` gnZ =) p(V1; : : : ; Vm), where Z = vars(g) � fV1; : : : ; Vmg. Similarly, ifPh+1 is derived from Ph by the folding rule using a lause of the form newp(V1; : : : ; Vm)  gin Def k, then the thesis follows from Point (i) of the Replaement Lemma and the fat thatP0 [ Def k ` newp(V1; : : : ; Vm) =) gnZ, where Z = vars(g) � fV1; : : : ; Vmg. Finally, if Ph+1is derived from Ph by the goal replaement rule, then the thesis follows from the fat that it isbased on a strong replaement law and from Point (i) of the Replaement Lemma. 26. Higher order programs for avoiding inorret goal rearrangementsIn this setion we illustrate, through an example borrowed from [7℄, the use of our logi languageand our transformation rules. This example indiates how by using higher order programs, wean solve the goal rearrangement problem, and in partiular, how we an avoid the need ofrearranging atoms in the body of lauses when transforming programs for eliminating multipletraversals of data strutures. Let us onsider the initial program P0:1. iphek (X;Y ) ip(X;Y ) ^ hek(Y )2. ip(X;Y ) (X= l(N) ^ Y = l(N)) _(X= t(L;N;R) ^ Y = t(FR; N;FL) ^ ip(L;FL) ^ ip(R;FR))3. hek(X) (X= l(N) ^ nat(N)) _ (X= t(L;N;R) ^ nat(N) ^ hek(L) ^ hek(R))4. nat(X) (X=0) _ (X=s(N) ^ nat(N))where: (i) the term l(N) denotes a leaf with label N and the term t(L;N;R) denotes a treewith label N and the two subtrees L and R, (ii) nat(X) holds i� X is a natural number, (iii)hek(X) holds i� all labels in the tree X are natural numbers, and (iv) ip(X;Y ) holds i� thetree Y an be obtained by ipping all subtrees of the tree X.We would like to transform this program and avoid multiple traversals of trees (see the doubleourrene of Y in the body of lause 1). We may do so by following two approahes. The �rstapproah is to apply the folding/unfolding rules and the strategy for the elimination of unnees-sary variables desribed in [13℄ or, equivalently, the onjuntive partial dedution tehnique [7℄(with the obvious adaptations due to the fat that in our programs we may use disjuntions inlause bodies). The seond approah is to to use the higher order language and the transforma-tion rules we have proposed in this paper.Below we will present the orresponding two derivations. In both derivations we get a programwhih makes one traversal only of the input trees. However, the �rst derivation whih inludessome goal rearrangement steps, produes a program, say Pf , whih is not orret, while theseond derivation whih uses our higher order language and transformation rules produes aprogram, say Ph, whih is orret. We have that Pf is not orret beause during the trans-



16.formation from P0 to Pf , we do not preserve termination. Indeed, there exists a goal g whihterminates in P0, while it does not terminate in Pf .Here is the �rst derivation from program P0 to program Pf . In this �rst derivation we silentlyassume that lause 1 has been derived from the initial lauses 2, 3, and 4 by applying thede�nition introdution rule. This allows us to use lause 1 for performing folding steps, and alsoit allows us to state our orretness results using P0, instead of P0 [Def k.We �rst unfold twie lause 1 and we apply the goal replaement rule whereby deriving thelause:5. iphek (X;Y ) (X= l(N) ^ Y = l(N) ^ nat(N)) _(X= t(L;N;R) ^ Y = t(FR; N;FL)^ip(L;FL) ^ ip(R;FR) ^ nat(N) ^ hek(FR) ^ hek(FL))Then we perform goal rearrangements, whih unfortunately do not preserve our operationalsemantis, and we get:6. iphek (X;Y ) (X= l(N) ^ Y = l(N) ^ nat(N)) _(X= t(L;N;R) ^ Y = t(FR; N;FL)^nat(N) ^ ip(L;FL) ^ hek(FL) ^ ip(R;FR) ^ hek(FR))Now we an fold twie lause 6 using lause 1 and we get the �nal program Pf onsisting oflause 4 together with the following lause:7. iphek (X;Y ) (X= l(N) ^ Y = l(N) ^ nat(N)) _(X= t(L;N;R) ^ Y = t(FR; N;FL)^nat(N) ^ iphek (L;FL) ^ iphek (R;FR))Program Pf performs one traversal only of any input tree given as �rst argument of iphek .However, as already mentioned, we have not preserved termination. Indeed, we have that thegoal iphek (t(l(N); 0; l(a)); Y ) fails in P0 (that is, P0 ` iphek (t(l(N); 0; l(a)); Y ) 7! falseholds), while this goal is unde�ned in program Pf (that is, Pf ` iphek (t(l(N); 0; l(a)); Y ) 7! bdoes not hold for any b 2 ftrue; falseg).Now we present a seond derivation starting from the same initial program P0 and produinga �nal program Ph whih traverses the input tree only one. This derivation is orret in thesense of the Improvement Part of the Corretness Theorem. In partiular, for every goal g ofthe form iphek (t1; t2), where t1 and t2 are any two terms, and for every b 2 ftrue ; falseg,we have that: if P0 ` g 7! b holds, then Ph ` g 7! b holds. During this seond derivation weintrodue goal arguments and we make use of the transformation rules introdued in Setion 4.The initial step of this derivation is the introdution of the following new lause:8. newp(X;Y;G) ip(X;Y ) ^G=hek(Y )Before ontinuing our seond derivation, let us motivate the introdution of this lause 8,although this issue is not related to the orretness of our derivation. The inorret goal rear-rangement steps whih have led from lause 5 to lause 6, an be avoided by applying, instead,(i) goal generalization + equality introdution and (ii) rearrangement of goal equalities, whihare instanes of the goal replaement rule, and thus, preserve orretness. Indeed, from lause 5we an derive by goal generalization + equality introdution the following lause where we haveintrodued the goal variables GL and GR:9. iphek (X;Y ) (X= l(N) ^ Y = l(N) ^ nat(N)) _(X= t(L;N;R) ^ Y = t(FR; N;FL)^ip(L;FL) ^ ip(R;FR)^nat(N) ^GR=hek(FR) ^GL=hek(FL) ^GR ^GL)



17.and then we get the following lause by rearranging goal equalities:10. iphek (X;Y ) (X= l(N) ^ Y = l(N) ^ nat(N)) _(X= t(L;N;R) ^ Y = t(FR; N;FL)^ip(L;FL) ^GL=hek(FL)^ip(R;FR) ^GR=hek(FR) ^ nat(N) ^GR ^GL)Now, this lause 10 explains why we have introdued lause 8. Indeed, by using lause 8 we aneliminate the intermediate variables FL and FR ourring in lause 10 by folding eah ip atomand its adjaent hek atom.Let us then ontinue our seond derivation starting from lause 8 together with lauses 1, 2,3, and 4. From lause 8 we perform the transformation steps analogous to those performed inthe derivation leading from lause 1 to lause 10. We �rst unfold lause 8 w.r.t. ip(X;Y ) andwe get:11. newp(X;Y;G) ((X= l(N) ^ Y = l(N)) _(X= t(L;N;R) ^ Y = t(FR; N;FL)^ip(L;FL) ^ ip(R;FR)))^G=hek(Y )We then unfold the goal argument hek(Y ), and after some appliations of the goal replaementrule based on weak replaement laws, we get:12. newp(X;Y;G) (X= l(N) ^ Y = l(N) ^G=nat(N)) _(X= t(L;N;R) ^ Y = t(FR; N;FL)^ip(L;FL) ^ ip(R;FR)^G=(nat(N) ^ hek(FR) ^ hek(FL)))We apply the goal generalization + equality introdution rule and the rearrangement of goalequalities rule, and we get:13. newp(X;Y;G) (X= l(N) ^ Y = l(N) ^G=nat(N)) _(X= t(L;N;R) ^ Y = t(FR; N;FL)^ip(L;FL) ^ V =hek(FL) ^ ip(R;FR) ^ U=hek(FR)^G=(nat(N) ^ U ^ V ))Now we an fold lause 13 using lause 8 and we get:13.f newp(X;Y;G) (X= l(N) ^ Y = l(N) ^G=nat(N)) _(X= t(L;N;R) ^ Y = t(FR; N;FL)^newp(L;FL; V ) ^ newp(R;FR; U) ^G=(nat(N) ^ U ^ V ))In order to express iphek in terms of newp we apply the goal generalization + equalityintrodution rule to lause 1 and we derive:14. iphek (X;Y ) ip(X;Y ) ^G=hek(Y ) ^GThen we fold lause 14 using lause 8 and we get:14.f iphek (X;Y ) newp(X;Y;G) ^GThus, the �nal program Ph onsists of the following three lauses:14.f iphek (X;Y ) newp(X;Y;G) ^G13.f newp(X;Y;G) (X= l(N) ^ Y = l(N) ^G=nat(N)) _(X= t(L;N;R) ^ Y = t(FR; N;FL)^newp(L;FL; V ) ^ newp(R;FR; U) ^G=(nat(N) ^ U ^ V ))4. nat(X) (X=0) _ (X=s(N) ^ nat(N))



18.Program Ph traverses the input tree only one, beause of the struture of the reursive alls ofthe prediate newp. Moreover, the Corretness Theorem ensures that if in the initial programP0 a goal either sueeds or fails, then it either sueeds or fails, respetively, also in the �nalprogram Ph. However, a goal whih in program P0 is unde�ned, may either sueed or fail inprogram Ph, beause as already mentioned, in the derivation we have used replaement lawswhih are not strong (see the derivation of lause 12 from lause 11).7. Final Remarks and Related WorkWe have proposed a higher order logi language where goals may appear as arguments of pred-iate symbols. The idea is not novel and, in partiular, in a previous paper of ours [11℄ we havealready used goal generalization and we have allowed the use of variables whih are bound togoals. Here we have formally introdued the syntax and the operational semantis of a languagewith goals as arguments and goal variables. The operational semantis we have introdued, ex-tends the familiar operational semantis for de�nite logi programs with the leftmost seletionrule. We have also presented a set of transformation rules for our logi language and we haveshown their orretness w.r.t. the given operational semantis. We have shown that variableswhih range over goals are useful in the ontext of program transformation for the derivation ofeÆient logi programs and the use of these variables may avoid the need for goal rearrangementduring program transformation, in partiular before folding steps. Our extension of de�nite logiprograms makes it possible to perform in the ase of logi programs, the kind of transformationswhih are done in the ase of funtional programming through the use of higher order gener-alizations (or lambda abstrations) [12℄ and ontinuations [18℄. For instane, with referene tothe example of Setion 6, we have that in lause 14.f the third argument G of the prediatenewp plays the role of a ontinuation, and indeed, the evaluation of iphek (X;Y ) onsists ofthe evaluation of the goal newp(X;Y;G) followed by the evaluation of the ontinuation whih isthe goal bound to G.There are several other proposals in the literature for higher order logi languages (see [6, 9℄for reent surveys). Our main ontribution in this paper is a transformational approah to thedevelopment of higher order logi programs, whih we believe, has reeived very little attentionso far. Notie that, as already mentioned, our language has only limited higher order apabilities,beause quanti�ed funtion or prediate variables are not allowed.The Corretness Theorem whih holds for our transformation rules, ensures that the if a goalsueeds or fails in the given program then also in the derived program it sueeds or fails,respetively. As in [3℄, we onsider for our logi programs an operational semantis based onuniversal termination (that is, the operational semantis of a goal is de�ned i� all LD-derivationsstarting from that goal are �nite). Our Corretness Theorem extends the results presented in [3℄for de�nite logi programs beause: (i) our language is an extension of de�nite logi programs,and (ii) our folding rule is more powerful. Indeed, even restriting ourselves to programs that donot ontain goal variables and goal arguments, we allow folding steps whih use lauses whosebodies ontain disjuntions, and this is not possible in [3℄, where for applying the folding ruleone is required to use exatly one lause whose body is a onjuntion of atoms. Notie that,however, the transformations presented in [3℄ also preserve omputed answers, while ours donot.The approah we have proposed in the present paper to avoid inorret goal rearrangements, isomplementary to the approah desribed in [4℄, where the authors give suÆient onditions forthe goal rearrangements to preserve left termination. (Reall that a program P left terminates
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